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Abstract

Based on kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, we show that modulated wires and island gratings can be formed at

vicinal surfaces. The modulation (grating) wavelength along the steps can be tailored by external conditions (coverage

and temperature) and intrinsic surface properties (diffusion, terrace width) via a scaling law. Above 220 K a thermo-

dynamic saturation value for the wavelength occurs, which depends only on the terrace width. This morphological

behavior can be understood in terms of nucleation arguments applied to heteroepitaxial growth of Ag on stepped

Pt(1 1 1) surfaces.
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Growth of new materials with low dimensional

behavior and tailored properties such as quantum

dots, nanowires and nanogratings has become a

major challenge. These structures, generally ob-

tained using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), re-

sult from a subtle balance between energetic

(lateral and holding interaction energies) and ki-
netic (deposition, diffusion, aggregation, evapora-

tion) processes [1–4]. Many efforts were done to

identify and control the atomic processes respon-
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sible for the nanostructure growth. The use of

defects like steps or periodic strain patterns has

proven to be a very promising way to achieve the

desired nanostructuring [5–8].

The surface steps are known to play a crucial

role in the growth. Schematically, from an ener-

getic point of view, they act as sinks for the
deposited atoms. The gain (resp. loss) of coordi-

nation at the lower (resp. upper) step edges leads

to preferential stable adsorption site at the step-

foot and energy barrier at the upper step edge.

This asymmetric profile is known as the Ehrlich–

Schwoebel barrier ES [9]. Kinetically speaking, the

ES barrier induces a stabilizing effect in the step

train direction since the steps grow essentially by
capture of atoms diffusing on the lower terraces,
ed.
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while incorporation of atoms from the upper ter-

races to step edges is prevented or drastically re-

duced. This step flow growth is at the origin of the

ideal layer-by-layer homo-epitaxial growth. It can

be accompanied by a morphological instability,

called step meandering, along the step direction
[10], for which the straight step moves into a

smooth and periodic profile with a characteristic

Bales–Zangwill wavelength.

In this letter, we use kinetic Monte Carlo

(KMC) simulations to study the hetero-epitaxial

growth of Ag deposited on vicinal Pt surfaces.

Previous calculations led us to extract the ideal

conditions to obtain perfect monatomic Ag wires
[7]. Here, we investigate the upper-wire coverage

regime. STM experiments [11] of Ag decoration of

Pt steps showed that, above 150 K, large and dense

Ag-islands grow away from the substrate steps.

Their morphology changed from dendritic to

compact behavior when rising T . A closer exami-
nation of the distribution of the islands along the

steps led us to suspect a quasi-periodic arrange-
ment of the atoms. We show here that KMC

simulations based on atomistic processes can

reproduce this feature and that the wavelength

along the step can be tailored by changing the

growth conditions (temperature, coverage, flux)

and the terrace widths.

Various theoretical attempts were proposed

[12,13] to study the formation of gratings. Unfor-
tunately, some limiting hypotheses (irreversible

aggregation, semi-circular island shape and iso-

tropic diffusion) [14] prevented to investigate the

local properties of growth depending on the

interaction potentials with the surface and between

the adatoms themselves.

Here, we consider a regularly stepped Pt surface

which is formed by close packed (1 1 1) terraces of
width w and separated by parallel steps of length
L. The lattice parameter for Pt(1 1 1) is a ¼ 2:77 �A
and periodic conditions are applied along the

length L assumed to be fixed and equal to 300 sites,
i.e. 831 �A, while the terrace width w is varied from
10 to 70 lattice sites, i.e. from 27 to 168 �A. The Ag
atoms are randomly deposited as monomers on

the stable sites corresponding to the equilibrium
structure of the Ag monolayer, with a flux F per
site and time units. Within the conditions of cov-
erage h6 0:3 ML (ML stands for monolayer) and
temperature (T 6 300 K), atom deposition above

already formed islands [15,16] and desorption

from the surface [17] are unprobable events. The

diffusion at the Pt surface is modelled by transition

state theory and an Arrhenius law is used to de-
scribe the jumping process of an atom above a

barrier DEk. This barrier depends on the holding

potential through the surface corrugation and on

the lateral interactions which account for the ini-

tial and final environment of the jumping atom

defining a process k. Hence, 61 microscopic pro-
cesses k were listed for the calculation of the set of
DEk barrier values. All these processes are defined
as the jumps of a peculiar adatom from its initial

equilibrium well towards an adjacent one (in gen-

eral the hollow sites of Pt(1 1 1) surface), by con-

sidering the influence of the other adatoms which

are in a nearest neighbor position of the jumping

atom in its initial and final wells (see Ref. [7] for

the detail of the processes). These barriers were

thus calculated with semi-empirical potentials
based on tight binding theory in the second mo-

ment approximation [7]. The use of such potentials

is very useful for CPU time gain and their accuracy

has been tested by comparing with STM data and

Effective Medium Theory calculations [18]. As an

example, the barrier DE is equal to 0.143 eV for an
isolated monomer (no nearest neighbor) diffusing

on a perfect surface and arriving in an adjacent site
without any neighbor. But this value of DE chan-
ges from 0.02 to 0.64 eV depending on the number

of neighbors around the jumping atom and on

the step proximity. The diffusion coefficient Dk

connected to the kth process is then given by
Dk ¼ D0 expð�DEk=kT Þ where the prefactor D0
takes the usual value 1012a2 (�A2 s�1). The aggre-
gation is reversible and can thus account for the
transition from ramified to compact two-dimen-

sional Ag islands on Pt.

Fig. 1 displays typical snapshots of kinetic

Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations at constant flux

(F ¼ 10�3 ML s�1) and coverage for two tempera-
tures T and three widths w. For an intermediate
terrace width (w ¼ 30a) and at low temperature

(T ¼ 120 K), a fractal-like step coating is obtained
with the initial formation of one atomic chain

along each step. When T grows to 200 K, the step



Fig. 1. Snapshots of 0.18 ML Ag adatoms deposited on a (w� L) Pt terrace at temperature T with a deposition flux F ¼ 10�3 ML s�1.
The following values were used (in all case L ¼ 300a): (a) w ¼ 30a, T ¼ 120 K; (b) w ¼ 30a, T ¼ 200 K; (c) w ¼ 10a, T ¼ 200 K; (d)
w ¼ 70a, T ¼ 200 K. At small terrace width and sufficiently small temperature, quasi-perfect monatomic unidirectional chains are
formed. Otherwise, a nearly regular pattern attached to these chains develops with an associated wavelength k.
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decoration is more pronounced and all the islands

are attached to the step via the first chain. Compact

islands clearly prevail over fractal ones, and only a

very small number of terrace islands lying far apart

from the steps are observed for the wider terraces.

In all the situations shown in Fig. 1, the striking
feature is the nearly regular distance which char-

acterizes the island separation, or equivalently,

the existence of a typical wavelength k character-
istic of this periodicity. At first glance, this peri-

odicity is not obvious since the islands have not

exactly the same size and shape. Fourier transform

(FT) procedure should in principle be powerful

to analyze such periodic systems. However, the
island size dispersion can bring additional noise.

To quantitatively prove this feature, we have per-

formed a KMC simulation on a single step edge

characterized by a terrace width of w ¼ 10a and a
large length L ¼ 2700a (in order to have better
statistics). Fig. 2 exhibits the FT signal obtained at

T ¼ 200 K. The narrow and intense peak at
k=a ¼ 31 proves that this system is clearly peri-

odic. For a set of identical steps (vicinal surfaces)

CPU time drastically grows and it is thus necessary

to decrease the step length. Statistics is then ap-

plied on a large number of smaller steps and we

have preferred to calculate the average distance
between the center of mass of the islands over a

large number of snapshots, the FT approach giv-

ing more intricate signals. This periodicity appears

to be in agreement with the features observed in a

revisited examination of the original STM experi-

ments [11]. Therefore, several questions arise,

namely: (i) Why a first row of silver atoms is

formed before islands take place and why period-
ically spaced islands then nucleate on vicinal sur-

faces? (ii) Can the periodicity of the islands be

controlled by the external parameters used in

MBE? (iii) Which conditions lead to a well-defined

wavelength in a large temperature range?

In order to interpret this heterogeneous growth

and especially to explain the first row and island



Fig. 2. Fourier transform of the inter-distance island distribution obtained from a KMC simulation of 0.18 ML Ag adatoms deposited

on a (w� L) Pt terrace at temperature T ¼ 200 K with a deposition flux F ¼ 10�3 ML s�1. Here, w ¼ 10a and L ¼ 2700a, in order to get
good statistics. The system is found to be periodic (4 harmonics are observed) with a characteristic wavelength k=a ¼ 31� 2.
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formation, let us recall the competition between

the nucleation regime and step flow growth of

homogeneous misoriented surfaces discussed by
Fuenzalida [19]. He showed that the condition

under which step flow growth dominates is a

function of a reduced growth parameter g ¼
Fw4=D where D represents the isotropic diffusion

coefficient of monomers on the perfect surface.

This parameter represents the competition be-

tween the diffusion time (�D�1) and the deposition

time (�F �1). For g values larger than unity
occurring for large flux, low temperature and/or

large terrace, the adatoms have not enough time to

diffuse toward the steps and the nucleated islands

which appear on the terraces prevent the step flow

growth. In Fig. 1a obtained for w ¼ 30a, T ¼ 120
K and Fig. 1d obtained for w ¼ 70a, T ¼ 200 K,
the values of g are equal to 242 and 32, respec-
tively, using the activation barrier of monomers on
the terrace. This results in nucleated islands on

the terraces. In the opposite situation (Fig. 1c), i.e.

for w ¼ 10a, T ¼ 200 K, g becomes very small
(g ¼ 0:01). Step flow growth proceeds and atoms
completely condensate at step foots. When g
reaches its critical value (g ¼ 1:08) for F ¼ 0:001
ML s�1, w ¼ 30a and T ¼ 200 K, only small is-
lands effectively occur on the terraces at the end of
deposition time (Fig. 1b), thus demonstrating the

sensitivity of this parameter g in the heterogeneous
growth. However, it should be noted that Fuen-

zalida [19] used a mean field description for the

steady state whereas our simulations start from the

earlier stages of growth and span the transient

regime.

These arguments can also be transposed to
understand the completion of the Ag rows. To

determine whether the jth row is fully occupied or
not, we calculate the ratio of the diffusion coeffi-

cients Djþ1=Dj for a Ag atom in the ðjþ 1Þth and
jth rows. This ratio is directly connected to the
probability for this atom to detach from this row

and move to the adjacent row ( Fig. 3). From the

knowledge of the activation barrier DE1 ¼ 0:50 eV
and DE2 ¼ 0:27 eV, and assuming reasonably the
same prefactor constant for the first and second

row, the ratio D2=D1 equals to 6 · 105 at 200 K. As
a consequence, every adatom statistically spends

much more time in the first row than in the second



Fig. 3. Schematic view of the detachment processes responsible

for the nucleation against completion of Ag wires at the Pt step.

D1 is the diffusion constant for a monomer trapped in the Pt
step. D2 and D3 correspond to the detachment of an Ag atom
from the second and third Ag row.
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row. It can detach easily from the second row, but

because of the step flow growth condition (small

value of g and step coating), it diffuses on the
terrace up to reach an unoccupied first row site.

When the first row of Ag is filled, the Schwoebel

effect experienced by the second row Ag adatoms

changes into a barrier which is characteristic of the

Ag–Ag instead of the Ag–Pt interactions. The

activation barrier DE3 ¼ 0:24 eV is very close to

the barrier DE2 ¼ 0:27 eV and the value of the

ratio D3=D2 becomes equal to 5. Statistically, the
time spent by any atom in the second or third rows

is nearly the same and no additional information is

able to discriminate the second and third step

coating. As a result, the atoms belonging to these

rows are similarly trapped in their sites and they

cannot complete the second row. The growth

mechanism proceeds via the nucleation of islands

from this row. This peculiar behavior (coating of
the Pt step and islands formation) corresponds to

the 2D transposition of the 3D Stranski–Krasta-

nov layer-plus island growth.

The quasi-periodicity observed in the Ag/Pt

system can thus be interpreted on the basis of

nucleation arguments. The average distance be-

tween islands is closely related to the probability

by which one monomer is equivalently captured by
two adjacent islands. Observations of the homo-

geneous step flow growth of several copper vicinals

by Maroutian et al. [20] led to the conclusion that

these surfaces develop a step-meandering instabil-

ity characterized by a specific wavelength. The

wavelength selection can be done by tuning tem-

perature and deposition flux. They also suggested

that the observed wavelength is imposed by the
nucleation regime. A one-dimensional nucleation

length Ln ¼ ð12aDstepFw Þ1=4, along the step can be de-
fined, where Dstep is an effective diffusion coefficient
[21]. It is therefore tempting to assign the observed

wavelength to this nucleation length since nucle-

ation proceeds from the second row.

This is the aim of the second question to verify

how this assumption can interpret the dependence
of the wavelength k as a function of the parameters
ðT ; F ; hÞ and terrace width w. For compact islands,
k is simply calculated as the arithmetic average
over 25 runs between the centers of gravity of

adjacent islands. The island size distribution has

also been taken into account through the calcula-

tion of the standard deviation r. For fractal-like
shapes, we determine the diffusion front attached
to a source [22] that is represented by the step. Let

xf and rf be the mean distance and the width of the
front, respectively, the wavelength k is thus cal-
culated as the average gap between the relevant

atoms located in the interval xf � rf . Note that
ramified islands occur when diffusion is hindered

by temperature and also when the terrace size in-

creases. They do not occur for narrower terraces
(w ¼ 8a, such as the vicinal (9 9 7) Pt surface)

which favor the formation of perfect wires along

the steps [7].

For compact islands (i.e. T P 200 K), the

wavelength k decreases from k=a ¼ 29� 3 to

20± 1 when w increases from 10 to 70a, respec-
tively (Fig. 4). This can be understood on basic

arguments. The mean free path of the atoms along
the step direction decreases when w increases for a
trivial reason connected to the increasing number

of sites explored by the atoms on a wider terraces.

Consequently, atoms adsorbed on step sites probe

less sites and create more nucleation centers,

resulting in a decrease of k. This feature is cor-
roborated by examination of the wavelength dis-

tribution, which narrows rapidly when w increases.
A linear regression applied to the curve lnðkÞ vs
lnðwÞ (inset in Fig. 4) gives the modified scaling
law k / w�c. The calculated values of c range be-
tween 1/4 for h6 0:12 ML to 1/6 for h > 0:24 ML.
These scaling factors are commonly obtained from

rate equations for the mean distance between is-

lands in the nucleation (c ¼ 1=4) and coalescence
(c ¼ 1=6) regimes on infinite terraces [23].
Fig. 5 shows that k displays two distinct regimes

vs temperature. When T 6 220 K, the growth is



Fig. 4. Wavelength dependence vs the width w of the Pt ter-
races in reduced unit a. h ¼ 0:24 ML, T ¼ 200 K, F ¼ 10�3
ML s�1 and L ¼ 300a. The error bars shows how the gap be-
tween the islands attached to the steps is distributed. Narrow

distributions are obtained when w increases, leading to well-

characterized gratings. The inset shows the linear regression

logðkÞ vs logðwÞ with a critical exponent equal to )1/4.

Fig. 5. Wavelength dependence vs temperature T for a

ðw� LÞ ¼ ð30a� 300aÞ Pt terrace, h ¼ 0:27 ML and F ¼ 10�3
ML s�1, showing two transitions: Fractal to compact shape for

the islands and kinetic to thermodynamic regime for k.
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governed by kinetic effects since diffusion is hin-
dered. The periodicity increases strongly with T
due to the mean square displacement of the atoms.

For T P 220 K, the thermodynamic regime dom-

inates and the wavelength saturates at k=a ’
30� 4. This latter value depends significantly on
w; and more slightly on the coverage. From a
structural point of view, we have observed a

transition from fractal to compact islands between

150 and 170 K. In this temperature range, a strong

decrease of the fractal dimension is calculated,

from the standard value 1.7 obtained at low tem-

perature (below 150 K) down to unity at 170 K. In
Fig. 5, we have shown these typical behaviors in

the two insets.

Although the behaviors of k vs coverage h and
deposition flux F are not shown here, let us men-
tion that we find the same scaling factors for w
at different coverage and fluxes. The nucleation

arguments used to interpret the homogeneous step

flow growth of Cu vicinals [20] seem to qualita-
tively reproduce the observed k scaling law. We
thus propose the same law for the heterogeneous

system, i.e. k ¼ ð12aDstepFw Þc even if in our case the set
of diffusion processes Dk cannot be simply repre-

sented by a single diffusion coefficient Dstep. Nev-
ertheless, this law leads to realistic values for k
when we take an average value DE2þDE3

2
¼ 0:25 eV

for the diffusion barrier occurring in Dstep. For
instance, at low coverage (c ¼ 1=4), F ¼ 10�3
ML s�1, w ¼ 10a, and T ¼ 200 K, the calculated
value k ¼ 24a is close to the KMC result k ¼ 28a.
In the same conditions, k is found to be equal to
19a and 15a for w ¼ 30a and w ¼ 70a, respec-
tively. These latter values are not in contradiction

with those obtained with the simulations (k ¼ 22a
and 19a, respectively). An important feature
resulting from this law is that it could explain why

k remains constant at T > 220K since all the dif-

fusion processes become equivalent when the sys-

tem reaches its thermodynamic regime.

Finally, the influence of defects (kinks) along

the steps on the behavior of the wavelength k vs w
and T has been simulated by periodically distrib-
uting along the steps irreversible nucleation centers
with a period L0. The wavelength k displays two
regimes. When L0 < k, k follows a linear law with
L0 which is independent on w. For L0 > k, the
behavior obtained for perfect steps, k / w�c is

recovered whatever the terrace width w and the

temperature. Note here that Pt steps, like terraces,

have been considered as ideally structured. This

could not be the case due to step relaxation, since
it is known that the edge Pt atoms tend to slightly

move inside the bulk [24]. This is however a very
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small effect which should be partly counterbal-

anced by the presence of Ag atoms at the steps.

Another cause of defects could be due to Pt/Ag

exchange but it seems excluded at this temperature

[6].

To summarize, vicinal surfaces are convenient
templates to fabricate one-dimensional wires and

gratings with controlled shape and periodicity at

the nanometer scale. Nucleation length is at the

origin of these peculiar features. When the ther-

modynamic regime prevails, the wavelength con-

nected to the grating periodicity depends mainly

on the terrace width. The Ag coating step of Pt

vicinals has been chosen as an example to obtain
simultaneously monatomic wires and grating at-

tached to them, but the present conclusions could

be extended in a straightforward way to other

systems.
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